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culinary traditions

history of slow food

why is [slow food] relevant in today’s food landscape?

how is this a design management problem?

pertinence of post modernism
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A

R6

culinary traditions

R6 | how does slow food foster a deeper sense of identity 
and place formation?
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R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

history of slow food

R1 | how is the philosophy of slow food contextualized locally?

R2 | what are the indicators of a slow food community?

R3 | does the organizational structure limit or enhance the 
movement’s ability to succeed?

R4 | how can we develop a system of metrics to measure the 
triple bottom line impact of slow food chapters?

R5 | how does the visual representation of the brand affect 
membership?

R6 | how does slow food foster a deeper sense of identity and 
place formation?
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C why is [slow food] relevant in today’s food landscape ?

R4 R6

R4 | how can we develop a system of metrics to measure the 
triple bottom line impact of slow food chapters?

R6 | how does slow food foster a deeper sense of identity and 
place formation?
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D how is this a design management problem?

R3 R4 R5

R3 | does the organizational structure limit or enhance the 
movement’s ability to succeed?

R4 | how can we develop a system of metrics to measure the 
triple bottom line impact of slow food chapters?

R5 | how does the visual representation of the brand affect 
membership?
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R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

QL QL QL QL QL QL
I/S I/S I QT S I

QL     qualitative
QT     quantitative
   I      interviews
  S     surveys
 EI     ethnographic inquiry

SEI EI EI
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R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

1 2 3 4

1       photostory of indicators
2      communication strategy (web design)
3      system of metrics
4      possible rebranding?
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R1 | how is the philosophy of slow food contextualized locally?

R2 | what are the indicators of a slow food community?

R3 | does the organizational structure limit or enhance the 
movement’s ability to succeed?

R4 | how can we develop a system of metrics to measure the 
triple bottom line impact of slow food chapters?

R5 | how does the visual representation of the brand affect 
membership?

R6 | how does slow food foster a deeper sense of identity and 
place formation?

<CURRENT FOCUS>
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R1 | how is the philosophy of slow food contextualized locally?

R2 | what are the indicators of a slow food community?

R3 | does the organizational structure limit or enhance the 
movement’s ability to succeed?

R4 | how can we develop a system of metrics to measure the 
triple bottom line impact of slow food chapters?

R5 | how does the visual representation of the brand affect 
membership?

R6 | how does slow food foster a deeper sense of identity and 
place formation?

<FUTURE FOCUS>
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